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Abstract: In the pragma-dialectical conception of argumentation fallacies are defined
as violations of rules that further the resolution of differences of opinion. Viewed within
this perspective, they are wrong moves in a critical discussion. Such moves can occur
in every stage of the resolution process and they can be made by both parties. Among
the wrong moves that can be made in the argumentation stage are the fallacies of composition and division. They are violations of the critical discussion rule that any argument used in the argumentation should be valid or capable of being validated by making explicit one or more unexpressed premises. In this paper the fallacies of composition and division are analyzed in such a way that it becomes clear that the problem at
stake here is in fact a specific problem of language use. In particular, the criteria are
discussed for deciding when exactly the transference of properties from parts to wholes
(or from wholes to parts) is sound. These criteria relate to the way in which the properties of relativity/absoluteness and structure dependency/independency involved in
the process are combined. Finally the fallacies of composition and division are characterized as special forms of strategic maneuvering.
Key words: Composition and division, fallacies, pragma-dialectics, strategic maneuvering.

Resumen: En la concepción pragma-dialéctica de la argumentación, las falacias son
definidas como violaciones de las reglas que resuelven una diferencia de opinión. Vistas desde esta perspectiva, ellas son movimientos equivocados en una discusión crítica. Tales movimientos pueden ocurrir en cada etapa de un proceso de resolución y
pueden ser hechos por ambas partes. Entre los movimientos equívocos que pueden
ser hechos en la etapa de argumentación están los de composición y división. Ellos son
violaciones de la regla de discusión critica que señala que cualquier argumento usado
en la argumentación debería ser validado o capaz de ser validado haciendo explicito
una o mas premisas no expresadas. En este trabajo, las falacias de composición y división son analizadas de tal forma que llega a ser claro que el problema entre manos es
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en efecto un problema de uso del lenguaje. En particular, son discutidos los criterios
para decidir cuando exactamente la transferencia de propiedades desde la parte al
todo (o del todo a las partes) es valido. Estos criterios relacionan la forma en que son
combinadas las propiedades de relativo/absoluto y la estructura dependiente/independiente. Finalmente, las falacias de composición y división son caracterizadas como
una forma especial de maniobra estratégica.
Palabras clave: Composición y división, falacias, pragma-dialéctica, maniobra estratégica.

Introduction
In the pragma-dialectical theory of argumentation fallacies are defined as
violations of rules for critical discussion that further the resolution of differences of opinion on the merits. Viewed within this perspective, fallacies
are wrong discussion moves. Such moves can occur in every stage of the
resolution process and they can be made by both parties. Among the wrong
moves that may occur in the argumentation stage are the fallacies of composition and division. They are violations of the rule that any argument used
in the argumentation should be valid or capable of being validated by making explicit one or more unexpressed premises. In this paper the fallacies of
composition and division are analyzed. From this analysis it will become
clear that the problem identifying these fallacies boils in fact down to the
problem of identifying the linguistic criteria for judging whether or not the
validity rule has been violated in the arguer’s strategic manoeuvring with
parts and wholes.1

Properties of wholes and the constituent parts
There are several ways of violating the dialectical rule that the reasoning
that is used in argumentation should be valid or capable of being validated
by making explicit one or more unexpressed premises. To make clear what
1 This contribution is based on an article by van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1999),
which was recently republished as van Eemeren and Grootendorst (2009). We extended
van Eemeren and Grootendorst’s approach by putting it in the newly-developed perspective
of strategic manoeuvring (van Eemeren, to be published).
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this involves, first, the argument has to be reconstructed that is used in the
argumentation. Next, an intersubjective reasoning procedure has to be carried out to establish whether the argument is indeed valid (van Eemeren &
Grootendorst 1984, 169).
A notorious violation of the validity rule consists of confusing necessary
and sufficient conditions in reasoning with an ‘If ... then’ proposition as a
premise. There are two variants. The first is the fallacy of affirming the
consequens, in which, by way of a ‘reversal’ of the valid argument form of
modus ponens, from the affirmation of the consequens (by another premise)
is derived that the antecedens may be considered confirmed. The second is
the fallacy of denying the antecedens, in which by way of a similar reversal
of the valid argument form of modus tollens the denial of the consequence
is derived from the denial (by another premise) of the antecedens.
Apart from these generally recognized violations, the validity rule can
also be violated in other ways and some of these violations are not so easy to
track down. A tricky violation, for example, that occurs regularly is that of
unjustifiably assigning a property of a whole to the constituent parts. Or the
other way around: unjustifiably assigning a property of the constituent parts
to the whole. The properties of wholes and of parts are not always just like
that transferable to each other.
There are indeed valid variants:
(1)

a This chair is white
b Therefore: The legs of this chair are white

Sometimes, however, the transfer leads to invalid reasoning:
(2) a This chair is heavy
b Therefore: The lining of this chair is heavy
What makes for the difference between the valid and the invalid variants? And why is this difference not always immediately clear? When the
answers to these questions are known, it is easier to recognize –and to avoid–
mistakes.
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Reconstruction of the argument form of part/whole
argumentation
The form of the argument underlying both argumentation (1) and argumentation (2) can be described as follows:
(3) a X has property Z
b Therefore: All parts of X have property Z
c Y is a part of X
d Therefore: Y has property Z
In this reconstruction it is explicitly expressed that conclusion (d) refers
to a part of the whole referred to in premise (a) and that this part has the
same property as the whole. The premises (c) and (b), in which this is successively expressed, remain implicit in argumentation (1) and (2).
This reconstruction is, in fact, made up of two arguments, which are
subordinatively related to each other. The first argument consists of (a) and
(b), the second of (b), (c) and (d). The conclusion (b) of the first argument
serves as a premise in the second.
The second argument has a valid form. When applied to argumentation
(1) this part of the reconstruction leads to the following result:
(4) b All parts of this chair are white
c The legs of this chair are parts of this chair
d Therefore: The legs of this chair are white
And when applied to argumentation (2) the valid result is as follows:
(5) b All parts of this chair are heavy
c The lining of this chair is a part of this chair
d Therefore: The lining of this chair is heavy
The cause of the difference in validity between the reasoning in argumentation (1) and (2) can evidently not to be found in this part of the reconstruction, but in the first part. When applied to argumentation (1) and (2)
this part of the reconstruction leads to the following result:
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(6) a This chair is white
b Therefore: All parts of this chair are white
(7)

a This chair is heavy
b Therefore: All parts of this chair are heavy

(6) and (7) represent the same argument form (3a,b), but in (7) the conclusion does not necessarily follow from the premise. The first part of the
reconstruction is therefore invalid.

The crucial argument scheme in part/whole argumentation
The first part of the reconstructed argument form of part/whole argumentation has this form:
(8) a X has property Z
b Therefore: All parts of X have property Z
The argument scheme that is being used here is that of a symptomatic
relation: the fact that a whole (X) has a certain property is seen as a sign
that the parts of this whole also have this property.2 As is usual in such
cases, the argument scheme that is employed can be interpreted as an unexpressed premise. In the case of (3), this unexpressed premise can be made
explicit as follows:
(8’) a’ (What applies to the properties of X also applies to the properties of all parts of X)
From the invalidity of arguments such as (7), it becomes clear that the
scheme does not always automatically apply. Obviously, certain precondi-

2 In an argument scheme based on a symptomatic relation the starting point is that
what is asserted in the standpoint is a symptom, expression or other sign of what is said in
the argument or the other way around. See van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1992: 94-102,
158-168).
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tions need to be fulfilled to achieve a valid argument with the help of this
scheme. This also applies to the reversed form of the argument:
(8’’) a All parts of X have property Z
a’ (What applies to the properties of the parts of X also applies to
the properties of X)
b Therefore: X has property Z
The application of this scheme too can either result in a valid argument
or an invalid argument. Examples are (9) and (10) respectively:
(9) a All parts of this chair are wooden
b Therefore: This chair is wooden
(10) a All parts of this chair are cheap
b Therefore: This chair is cheap
In (9) and (10), a sign relation is established in which the fact that all
parts of the chair have a certain property (being wooden and being cheap
respectively) is regarded as a sign that the chair also has this property. This
is right in (9), but not necessarily in (10): a design Rietveld chair, for example, is made of material that is relatively cheap, but the chair is all the
same expensive.
Neither the attribution of properties of wholes to parts (the argument
scheme of 3) nor the attribution of properties of parts to wholes (the argument scheme of 8) leads automatically to a valid argument. The validity of
arguments in which one of the two variants of the scheme is applied is dependent on the transferability of the properties concerned. This transferability is determined by two factors: (a) the nature of the properties which
are transferred and (b) the relation between the parts and wholes.

Absolute and relative properties
With regard to properties of people, animals or things a distinction must be
made between absolute and relative characteristics. In case of an absolute
property it can, in principle, be determined independently whether or not
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someone or something has that property. In case of relative properties, there
is always an explicit or implicit comparison involved, either directly with
something else or indirectly with a standard, norm or criterion.
Terms, words or expressions that refer to absolute characteristics or properties are, for instance, the names of colors, of the fabric or the material of
which something is made and adjectives that have to do with form or fixed
facts such as inflammability or poisonousness:
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

The legs of this chair are white
The roof of this house is red
This dress is made of cotton
The stage decorations are made of cardboard
The leaf of this flower has the form of a heart
The village square is round
This hotel is fire-risky
The juice of the buttercup is poisonous

Terms which refer to relative characteristics or properties have, for example, to do with somebody’s or something’s weight, the measures (length,
width, depth, size, contents, etc.), the strength, the price and the qualifications of the character, the appearance or other striking features:
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)

That bag is heavy
That glider is light
That dog is big
That elephant is small
That bear is strong
The construction of that bridge is weak
That boat is cheap
My sister is nice

The relative character of the properties ‘heavy’, ‘light’, ‘big’, etc. is evident from the (implicit) comparative character of these terms: a heavy bag
is a bag that weighs more than a bag weighs on average. This means that the
bag is heavy when measured with the standard that applies to a bag. Which
standard is exactly used in determining the weight of the bag is not men-
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tioned explicitly; it is determined implicitly by the fact known to every language user that a bag is meant for carrying and can be called heavy if it is
relatively hard to carry. Of course, a different standard applies to the weight
of a plane: a light plane is not a plane that can be carried easily, but a plane
that can be kept more easily in the air than other planes.
Something similar applies to the terms big, small, strong, cheap and nice.
The application depends on the standards, norms or criteria that are relevant to the category to which the people, animals or things belong to which
the terms refer. Within the category concerned, a comparison is made with
other members of this category. A big mouse, for example, is not a big animal, for within the category of the animals there are a great number of bigger sorts. The size of a mouse must be viewed within the category of the
mice. A big mouse is a mouse that is bigger than the average mouse. For a
mouse, it is big.

Structured and unstructured wholes
When valuing the relation between the parts and the whole a distinction
must also be made between unstructured and structured wholes. An unstructured whole, or a whole ‘without ordering’, is not more than a collection of elements that together constitute the whole. The whole is, as it were,
just the sum of the parts. Examples of the parts of such unstructured wholes
are the peas in a tin, the drops in a pool of water and the grains in a heap of
sand.
A structured or ‘ordered’ whole is more than the sum of the parts. It is
different in the sense that there is a qualitative difference between the collection of elements and the whole constituted by these elements. Examples
of the parts of such structured wholes are the sentences in a novel, the players of a soccer team and the parts of a machine.
The parts of unstructured and structured wholes can be distinguished
terminologically by calling the first elements of a non-ordered collection
and the second parts of a coherent whole.3 Each collection of drops consti3 Our distinction between unstructured wholes or non-ordered collections on the one
hand and structured wholes on the other hand resembles Hamblin’s distinction between
physical and functional collections (1970: 21).
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tutes automatically a pool or puddle, but not every arbitrary collection of
sentences is a novel. In the latter case, it is necessary that the sentences are
ordered in a specific way into a coherent whole. The same applies, mutatis
mutandis, to the players in a soccer team and the parts of a machine, but
also to the parts of a house or a jigsaw puzzle.
Some properties that can be attributed to wholes are independent of the
structure of these wholes while other properties are dependent on the structure of the whole. Examples of structure-independent properties are brown,
copper, heavy, light and big. Structure-dependent properties are, for instance, rectangular, edible, good, bad and strong. A quantity of green peas
automatically constitutes a collection that is also green, irrespective of
whether the peas are separately on a plate or together in a tin. A collection
of edible ingredients, however, does not automatically constitute an edible
meal: then the ingredients need also to be mixed in a particular way.

The transferability of properties
As is shown by the example of the edible ingredients, structure-dependent
properties cannot automatically be transferred from the parts of a whole to
the whole itself. The reverse is also not possible. From the observation that
a jigsaw puzzle is rectangular it does not follow that all the pieces of the
puzzle are rectangular. It is not even always the case that structure-independent properties are transferable from the parts to the wholes and the
other way around. In the example of the green peas this is indeed possible,
but in other cases it is not:
(27) a On this plate are only small peas (a number of small peas)
b Therefore: On this plate is a small quantity of peas (a small
number of peas)
The difference between (27) and the original example of the peas is that
in (27) the relative term small is used and in the original example the absolute term green. Obviously, a relative term refers to a property that cannot
be transferred automatically from the parts to the whole, whereas with an
absolute term this is possible in principle. Not always, however, witness the
following example:
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(28) a Sodium and chlorine are poisonous
b Therefore: Sodium chlorine is poisonous
Sodium chlorine is the chemical name for ordinary kitchen salt, which is
not at all poisonous, but edible, even if it is composed of two mortally poisonous constituent parts.
The difference between (28) and the original sound example of the green
peas, however, is again precisely that the term poisonous refers to a structure-dependent property while the term green in the original example refers to a structure-independent property. So the term green refers to a property that is absolute as well as structure-independent, the term small to a
property that is structure-independent but not absolute, and the term poisonous to a property that is absolute but not structure-independent. Only
an absolute property which is also structure-independent is transferable from
the parts to the whole or the other way around.4

Non-transferable properties
In the light of the foregoing we can now say that a relative property that is
structure-dependent is not transferable:
(29) a All players of the soccer team are world-class
b Therefore: The soccer team is world-class
In (29) it is not taken into account that the requirements for regarding
an individual player world-class are different from the requirements that
apply to a team. The property of being world-class is relative. A soccer team
has to satisfy other requirements in order to be world-class than that the
individual players have the qualities that make each of them world-class.

4 In connection with the non-transferability of properties of parts to wholes or the other
way around, Woods and Walton speak of compositionally and divisionally hereditary properties respectively (1982: 206-207). For determining the transferability of properties they
make use of Burge’s theory of aggregates. See for an extensive exposition of this theory in
relation to the composition and division fallacy Woods and Walton (1982).
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The players must, for example, be adjusted to each other, otherwise there is
no good team, let alone a world-class team. The property of being worldclass is therefore also structure-dependent.
A structure-independent relative property is also not transferable:
(30) a This machine is composed of light parts
b Therefore: This is a light machine
The total weight of a machine is not dependent on the way in which it is
constructed. The property light is here indeed structure-independent. The
criterion for determining whether the parts of a machine may be called light,
however, is different from the criterion for determining whether the machine as a whole may be called light. In the case of the parts, the material of
which the parts are made will be compared with the alternatives: aluminum, for instance, is lighter than crude iron. In case of the machine as a
whole, it is reasonable to look at other machines: a photo-copying machine
is lighter than an agricultural machine. Therefore it would be strange to call
an agricultural machine which is altogether made of aluminum a light machine.5
The non-transferability of an absolute and structure-dependent property can be demonstrated with the help of the following example:
(31) a All parts of this figure are triangular
b Therefore: This figure is triangular
The term triangular refers to the form of something and that form is not
dependent on the size or something similar. For referring to the form of
small things no other criteria apply than for referring to the form of big
things. The property of being triangular is indeed absolute. The following
two figures can be of help to make clear that this property is structure-dependent:

5 The same applies when instead of the average norm a functional norm is applied. If the
property of being light is interpreted as ‘easy to carry’, a light agricultural machine is still
heavy.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 1 is triangular, but figure 2 is rectangular, whereas both of them
are built of four triangles. The only difference between the two is the manner is which the triangles are put together in the two figures. In figure 1, the
composition is such that the conclusion of (31) is true; in figure 2, this is not
so. So the reasoning that is expressed in the argumentation of (31) does not
guarantee that from true premises (such as those in the two figures) follows
a true conclusion. The argument is therefore invalid.

Characterization of the fallacies of composition and division
The relation between the absolute or relative character and the structure-independency or structure-dependency of a property on the one hand
and the transferability of this property between parts and wholes on the
other hand, is indicated in figure 3:

Transferable (+) and
nontransferable (-)
properties

structure-independent
properties (2a)

structure-dependent
properties (2b)

Absolute properties
(1a)

red, white, blue, glass,
iron, wooden (+)

round, rectangular, edible,
poisonous (-)

Relative properties
(1b)

heavy, small, light, big,
fat, slim (-)

good, expansive, strong,
poor (-)

Figure 3
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Only combination 1a/2a leads to a transferable property, which can result in a valid argument. Combinations 1a/2b, 1b/2a and 1b/2b do not lead
to transferable properties; an argument in which such a combination is used
is in all cases invalid. This means that in all these cases the reasonableness
rule is violated that says that the arguments used in an argumentation should
in principle be valid. The fallacy resulting from such unjustified transfer of
properties between parts and wholes has two variants: (a) unjustified transfer
a property of the parts of a whole to the whole and (b) unjustified transfer a
property of a whole to the parts of the whole. In the first variant of this
fallacy a property of the parts leads to a wrong combination with regard to
the whole. Variant (a) is therefore called the fallacy of wrong combination
or simply the composition fallacy. In the second variant a property of the
whole is wrongly distributed over the parts. Variant (b) is therefore called
the fallacy of wrong distribution or simply the division fallacy.
A nicer example of the composition fallacy can be found in the first Albert
Verwey lecture by Gerard Reve, when he argues that there is an anti Catholic climate in the Netherlands (NRC Handelsblad, November 2, 1985):
Looking back at the anti Catholic fury of this year in the Netherlands,
we see that, mutatis mutandis, exactly the same conditions are fulfilled
[as in the Thirties]. The accusations that are now made against the Roman Catholic Church are just as nonsensical as those that were then
made against the Jews. You know what I am talking about: the Church
does not take action. Or: the Church interferes too much in politics. Or:
the Church keeps itself outside politics and remains deaf to the social
needs. Or: the Catholics are part of everything and always manage to get
things their way. Or: Catholics are always sticking together and exclude
everybody else from their plotting clique. Or: the Church is very rich.
(Just an aside: this is not so. The Church is very poor, because it is mainly
a Church of poor people. Rich people do not need a God.)

The argumentation in the closing part in parentheses contains an argument which can be reconstructed as follows:
(32) a The Church is a Church of poor people
b Therefore: The Church is poor
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In (32) it is not taken into account that the property poor is relative and
also structure-dependent. First, different criteria are to be applied for determining the wealth of individual people than for determining the wealth
of a church: the wealth of people is determined by comparing their income
and possessions with those of other people, the wealth of the Roman Catholic Church by comparing it with that of other churches or similar institutions. Second, there is no structural relation between the wealth of the individual members of a church and the wealth of the church as such. The wealth
of the church can be determined by still other factors than the donations of
its members and it also depends on what part of their income and possessions the members donate to the church. Similar analyses can be made of
the division fallacy. We leave it here at a brief example:
(33) a The cabinet is irresolute
b Therefore: The ministers are irresolute
In (33) it is not taken into account that the (absolute) property irresolution is structure-dependent. A cabinet can only take decisions if the members of the cabinet can reach an agreement. It is perfectly possible that all
members are very resolute, but happen to want quite different things. Then
the cabinet as a whole can not so easily make a decision and it is ‘irresolute’.

The identification of composition and division fallacies
In the light of the evident invalidity of the examples in which a wrong combination is made (10, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32), or a wrong distribution (2, 7), it
looks as if composition and division fallacies can be easily recognized as
violations of the validity rule. Sometimes this is indeed the case. The easiest
are, of course, those cases in which it is immediately clear that the criterion
for attributing a relative property to a whole is quite different than that for
attributing it to the parts or in which it is immediately clear that the way in
which the whole is structured makes it necessary to attribute entirely different properties to the whole than to the parts.
In practice, however, it need not always be that simple. Although the
criteria for the attribution of the properties may vary and it may also be the
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case that the properties themselves vary because of the structure of the whole,
this is often not clear from the terms that are used to refer to these properties. Due to the fact that the relative and structure-dependent character of
terms for properties is not formally expressed at the surface level, statements with such terms are ‘indeterminate’ in Crawshay-Williams’ (1957)
sense. This means that it cannot be determined just like that whether these
statements are false. In order to be able to determine their truth or falsehood, the context of the statements needs to be made explicit first. According to Crawshay-Williams, this means that one should indicate for what
purpose the statements are made. This would mean here: which standards
should be used for evaluating them. See for a discussion of CrawshayWilliams’s approach van Eemeren et al. (1996, 74-83).
There are cases in which the same term is used to refer to the properties
of the whole as to the properties of the parts.6 Because of this, there is a risk
that the differences are overlooked and the properties of the whole and the
parts are confused:
(34) a An elephant eats more than a mouse
b Therefore: Elephants use more food than mice
In (34) the term more in combination with eating is used in premise (a)
as well as in conclusion (b). In both cases it is also a normal term to use. For
this reason, the argument seems, at first sight, valid. Its invalidity becomes
clear when one realizes that the ‘property’ eats more than is relative. If used
in connection with the elements of a set or collection, the expression ‘eats
more than’ has to be tested by using a different criterion than when it refers
to the set or collection as a whole. In (a) the expression is rightly used if it is
indeed the case that an individual elephant consumes daily a larger quantity of food than an individual mouse (which is indeed the case). In (b),
however, the issue is not the individual consumption of elephants and mice,
but the total consumption of the collectivity of elephants and the collectiv-

6 The relative terms in the examples of composition and division fallacies are all the
same not ambiguous in the ordinary linguistic sense. That is the reason why we do not
regard them as fallacies of ambiguity. Textbooks in which a different approach is taken are
Copi (1982: 124-128), Engel (1982: 93-95), and Rescher (1964: 76). Much earlier, Rowe
(1962) argued already emphatically that these fallacies are not fallacies of ambiguity.
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ity of mice. Not only the difference in individual consumption plays a role
then, but also the number of elephants and the number of mice that consume the food. It stands to reason that in the individual comparison this
criterion plays no role. The difference in the criteria that must be applied is
ignored in the argument (as is the fact that there are many more mice than
elephants). Therefore in this case the transfer of the property eats more
than is incorrect. Because this property of the parts is transferred to the whole,
this is an example of the composition fallacy.
When identifying composition and division fallacies it is always very
important to check properly whether in the given situation the transferred
property is indeed justifiably transferred. A complication is that the terms
that are used to refer to properties, when viewed superficially, neither differentiate between absolute properties and relative properties nor between
structure-independent properties and structure-dependent properties.7 This
means that it has to be determined for every separate case what kind of
properties the term that is used refers to and whether or not the combination of properties in the whole and the parts corresponds with the conditions for a sound application of the part/whole argument scheme represented in figure 3.

Composition and division fallacies as derailments of strategic
maneuvering
Deviations from the rules for critical discussion are often at the same time
persuasive and hard to detect because the parties involved are normally very
keen on keeping up the pretence of reasonableness, portraying themselves
as living up to all critical standards. It can therefore be expected that, when
trying to realize a purpose that is potentially at odds with the objective of a
critical discussion rule, they will stick as much as possible to the appropriate means for achieving the relevant critical objective and attempt to stretch

7 An additional source of confusion is that there are cases in which the terms that are
used to refer to a property are applicable both to the whole and the parts. Another complication in identifying the composition and division fallacy is that this fallacy can also be committed in combination with one or more other fallacies. See van Eemeren and Grootendorst
(1992, 179-180).
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the use of the means concerned in such a way that the other persuasive
effect aimed for can be realized as well. This predicament requires the analyst to know in advance as much as possible about the ways in which the
appropriate means for achieving the specific objective aimed for in a certain
stage of a critical discussion can also be employed parasitically for realizing
purposes that are at odds with this objective.
In taking account of the persuasive aims of the arguers engaged in argumentative discourse van Eemeren and Houtlosser took is as their point of
departure that in reasonable argumentative exchanges persuasive aims
should not be realized at the expense of the observation of critical standards
(2002, 142). The arguers’ attempts to have things their way can very well be
viewed as being incorporated in their efforts to resolve a difference of opinion in accordance with the critical standards for conducting a critical discussion: it may be presumed that the arguers are at the same time out to
reach the optimal persuasive result and to do so without violating any of the
rules for critical discussion. In their efforts to achieve this result, their strategic manoeuvring will be directed at diminishing the potential tension
between pursuing their persuasive and critical objectives. If parties allow
their critical commitment to be overruled by their persuasive aim, their strategic manoeuvring violates a particular discussion rule and gets derailed.
Because derailed manoeuvring hinders the resolution process, we are entitled to consider it fallacious.
Identifying fallacious strategic manoeuvring is not always so easy. For
one thing, in everyday argumentative discourse, arguers who maneuvre strategically may normally be expected to uphold a commitment to the standards of critical reasonableness. If there are no indications that this is not
justified this assumption of reasonableness is conferred on every discussion move (see also Jackson, 1995). This happens even when it concerns a
move that is fallacious because it violates a rule for critical discussion. Another problem in identifying strategic manoeuvring is that arguers tend to
stretch the boundaries of reasonableness – which are not always immediately transparent anyway – in a way that promotes effectiveness at the expense of reasonableness. This may easily go unnoticed if the boundaries are
not clearly delineated, if they are variable depending on the macro-context
in which the strategic manoeuvring takes place, or if they are for some other
reason unclear. In argumentative discourse this is all in the game. Echoing
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the ‘standard’ definition of a fallacy discussed by Hamblin (1970), we might
conclude that fallacious strategic manoeuvring is manoeuvring that pretends
to comply with the rules of critical discussion, but in fact does not (van
Eemeren and Houtlosser 2004, 3).
In case of a composition or division fallacy, argumentation that is based
on the transfer of properties from parts to the whole or the other way around
derails if the properties concerned are not absolute and structure-independent at the same time. This fallacy is in both of its variants a parasite taking
unjustified advantage of its reasonable counterpart involving on the transference of absolute and structure-independent properties. The fact that the
fallacy has in both of its variants a reasonable counterpart that is very similar in appearance to the fallacious instances explains why it may seem reasonable to some.
In addition, the context in which a statement is made may play a part.
While we can say that in general ‘being light’ cannot be transferred from
parts to whole or vice versa because it is a relative and structure-dependent
property, the property of being light may be transferable in those cases where
the context is such that the right kind of provisions are in force. Take the
following argumentation, which is clearly invalid:
(35) This bike is light because its parts are light.
However, if contextual information is added that makes clear that certain provisions are in force, it might be possible to fix the validity problem.
For instance, if the argument is put forward in a context in which the arguer
compares this bike with another type of bike:
(36) This [professional] racing bike is relatively light, because its parts
are light [in comparison with those of a normal racing bike].
Only in the context provided in (36), where the use of ‘light’ is restricted
to a comparative sense of light, the transference is allowed. In cases where
such a restriction has not been made explicitly, one may take it –giving the
arguer the benefit of the doubt– that it is intended, but our coming to this
charitable interpretation may, of course, well be the result of strategic manoeuvring on the part of the arguer.
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It is not always clear from the outset whether a property is structuredependent or structure-independent. Uncertainty as to whether a property
is structure-dependent or not can therefore also be exploited in strategic
manoeuvring. A property like ‘natural’, for instance, can be transferred from
the parts to the whole if the parts are put together in an unproblematic way,
as in (37):
(37) This salad contains natural products (tomatoes, cucumber and peppers) therefore the salad is natural.
If the salad contains nothing more than tomatoes, cucumber and peppers this conclusion can be safely made. Something similar, however, seems
to happen in (38):
(38) This shampoo contains natural products (aloe vera, sunflower oil
and apricot oil) therefore it is natural.
Producing a shampoo is a lot more complicated than putting together a
salad by mixing some vegetables. Producing a shampoo may even involve
chemical processes that change the very nature of the ingredients. Therefore ‘being natural’ in (39) is certainly not structure-independent. Again it
depends on the context in which the strategic manoeuvre takes place whether
or not the property can be transferred from the part to the whole or vice
versa.
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